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it's easy to forget these third-party titles actually arrive on switch, because they're so very good.
ashen blue is one of the most beautiful games you'll ever experience. you can play it with a joy-con
in hand, resting on your knee if you're feeling a little sapped, but you should play with a wiimote in
hand for the best experience. we'll definitely be looking forward to checking out the sequel, too. the

original was a bit of a throwaway, but this one looks like it might have some real world-changing
ideas. i'd recommend starting out with earthbound, as it's a perfect place to learn the game. overall,
i'd say nintendo has a pretty good track record for bringing classic 2d side-scrolling platformers to

handhelds and consoles. i thought the snes and game boy advances were both a bit of a letdown as
handheld systems of the time. the 30-year-old super nes, however, was pretty great, and of course
there's the game boy advance. i didn't play any of these platforms until the game boy advance was
already well into production. i felt incredibly excited to finally play these games on handheld. on its
own terms, super mario run is a great translation of the plumbers 2d oeuvre into the smartphone

space. the fact that it looks so much like an entry in the 'new' branch of 2d marios perhaps set
expectations higher than they might have been for the first mario game to appear on non-nintendo

hardware for a very long time, but this entry is a classy example of transitioning a beloved character
and series to a totally different platform and embracing the differences of that platform with a

tailormade experience; an authentic mario game you can play with one hand.
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